Right Instrument Panel Cover

- Pull off right instrument panel cover - arrow - using special hook (3370).
Glove Compartment

Special tools, testers and auxiliary items required

◊ Special hook (3370)

◊ Torque Wrench (V.A.G 1410)
**1 Glove Compartment**

◊Removal:

- Disconnect instrument panel cover - 2 -. Refer to => [Removing Right Instrument Panel Cover] See: Dashboard / Instrument Panel > Removal and Replacement > Right Instrument Panel Cover

- Open glove compartment cover.

- Remove three bolts - 3 - at top in depressions of glove compartment - 1 -.  

- Remove outside bolts - 5 - (Qty. 2) from the side.  

- Remove bolts - 4 -- (Qty. 2) from the footwell out from below.  

- Remove glove compartment downward.  

- Remove connector - 6 - of glove compartment illumination.  

- Disconnect harness connectors to electrical components in glove compartment, if available. 

◊Installing:

To install, perform the steps used in removal in reverse order.

**2 Instrument Panel Cover**
Removing, refer to => [ Removing Right Instrument Panel Cover ]
See: Dashboard / Instrument Panel > Removal and Replacement
> Right Instrument Panel Cover

3 **Bolts (Qty. 3)**
   ◊Tightening specification 5 Nm

4 **Screws, (Qty. 2)**
   ◊Tightening specification 5 Nm

5 **Screws, (Qty. 2)**
   ◊Tightening specification 5 Nm

6 **Electrical Connection**

7 **Instrument Panel**

Removing Right Instrument Panel Cover

- Pull off right instrument panel cover - **arrow** - using special hook (3370).
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Glove Compartment, Removing And Installing (Vehicles With Knee Bolster)

Special tools, testers and auxiliary items required

- Special hook 3370

- Torque wrench V.A.G 1410
1 - Glove compartment

- Removal:
  - Disconnect instrument panel cover - 3 -.
  - Open glove compartment cover.
  - Remove bolts - 4 -.
  - Remove glove compartment downward.
  - Disconnect harness connectors to electrical components in glove compartment where applicable.

- Installing:
  Installation is reverse of removal.

2 - Instrument panel
3 - Instrument panel cover
   - Removing

4 - Screws (9x)
   - Tightening torque **5 Nm**
Removing right instrument panel cover
- Pull off right instrument panel cover - arrow - with hook for front end 3370
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Glove Compartment Cover

Removing


- Press pin - 1 - out in direction of - arrow - at connection between brake for glove compartment cover - 2 - and glove compartment cover - 3 -.

- Open glove compartment cover.

There are holes on the inside of the glove compartment at the left and right by the hinge.
- Knock the pins - 2 - on left and right out of the glove compartment - 1 - using a drift (4 mm).

If there is no hole, proceed as follows:

- Pull pin - 2 - inward on left and right inward and remove using a pliers.
- Remove glove compartment cover.

Installing

To install, perform the steps used in removal in reverse order.
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Brake For Glove Compartment Cover, Removing And Installing

Special tools, testers and auxiliary items required

- Special hook 3370

NOTE:
- There are 2 versions of the glove compartment cover brake. Both versions are described in the following. Determine which version the vehicle has and performed the corresponding activities.
  - Version 1
  - Version 2

Version 1

Removing:
- Remove glove compartment.

- Press pin - 1 - out in direction of arrow at connection between brake for glove compartment cover - 2 - and glove compartment cover -
- Loosen green connector.

- Rotate brake for glove compartment cover - approx. 90 degrees in opening - and remove brake for glove compartment cover.

Installing:
Installation is reverse of removal.

Version 2

Removing:
- Open glove compartment.

- Pull off right cover on instrument panel - arrow - using special tool 3370.
- Disconnect electrical connector - 2 -.
- Remove joint pin 1 - 1 -.
- Disengage the brake for glove compartment cover - 3 - in a clockwise direction and remove it.

**NOTE:** Depicted in illustration with glove compartment removed.

**Installing:**
Installation is reverse of removal.
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